Diazinon dissipation in pesticide-contaminated paddy soil: kinetic modeling and isolation of a degrading mixed bacterial culture.
Dissipation kinetics of diazinon was investigated in soils culled from a paddy field with a long history of the pesticide application. Goodness of fit statistical indices derived from several fitted mono- and bi-exponential kinetic models revealed a bi-phasic pattern of the diazinon dissipation curve at 15 and 150 mg kg-1 spiking levels, which could be described best by the first-order double exponential decay (FODED) model. Parameters obtained from this model were able to describe the enhanced dissipation of diazinon as the result of repeated soil applications, where a larger fraction of the pesticide readily available in the solution phase was dissipated with a fast rate. Cluster and principal component analysis (PCA) of denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) obtained from soil bacterial populations revealed that they were only affected at the 150 mg kg-1 diazinon concentration. This was also supported by the phylogenetic tree obtained from sequences of the main gel bands. Accordingly, bacterial populations belonging to Proteobacteria were enriched in the soil following three treatments with diazinon at 150 mg kg-1. The Shannon's index revealed a nonsignificant increase (P ≤ 0.05) in overall diversity of soil bacteria following diazinon application. Diazinon-degrading bacteria were isolated from the paddy soils in a mineral salt medium. Results showed that the isolated mixed culture was able to remove 90% of the pesticide at two concentrations of 50 and 100 mg L-1 by 16.81 and 19.60 days, respectively. Sequencing the DGGE bands confirmed the role of Betaproteobacteria as the main components of the isolated mixed culture in the degradation of diazinon.